Abstract-In this paper we present an algorithm for the coupling of magneto-thermal and mechanical finite element models representing superconducting accelerator magnets. The mechanical models are used during the design of the mechanical structure as well as the optimization of the magnetic field quality under nominal conditions. The magneto-thermal models allow for the analysis of transient phenomena occurring during quench initiation, propagation, and protection. Mechanical analysis of quenching magnets is of high importance considering the design of new protection systems and the study of new superconductor types. We use field/circuit coupling to determine temperature and electromagnetic force evolution during the magnet discharge. These quantities are provided as a load to existing mechanical models. The models are discretized with different meshes and, therefore, we employ a mesh-based interpolation method to exchange coupled quantities. The coupling algorithm is illustrated with a simulation of a mechanical response of a standalone highfield dipole magnet protected with CLIQ (Coupling-Loss Induced Quench) technology.
I. INTRODUCTION
Superconducting high-field magnets are one of the main components of high-energy particle accelerators. Due to the considerable energy stored in the magnetic field, a transition of a small cable volume from the normal conducting to the superconducting state, also known as a quench, may result in an uncontrolled release of the energy as ohmic loss and possibly in damage of magnet or circuit components.
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is used to perform accurate modeling of superconducting magnets for magnetic field design, mechanical design, and the calculation of the peak temperature and voltages to ground in the magnet during a quench. In each design step a set of partial differential equations with appropriate boundary conditions, nonlinear material properties, and problem-adapted meshes is solved. For as long as possible, the physical problems are treated independently and solved with dedicated FEM programs. The study of multi-physics phenomena, however, requires to solve coupled systems of equations, and monolithic approaches by a single tool might not be desirable or available. Co-simulation treats the coupled models independently by means of input and output relations. The Simulation of Transient Effects in Accelerator Magnets (STEAM) project at CERN follows this approach and incorporates the waveform relaxation method to perform the coupling of magnetothermal field models with electrical circuits [1] , [2] . The main objective of this paper is to design an algorithm to couple magneto-thermal and mechanical models. Thus, we extend the framework by introducing an additional one-way coupling of magneto-thermal transient analysis to a static mechanical response of a magnet subject to temperature and Lorentz force variation. In this setting, the interpolation of the results obtained with two different meshes has to be addressed.
Such a mechanical analysis is especially important in case of superconducting coils made of a brittle material, e.g. Nb 3 Sn. The application of a CLIQ, (Coupling-Loss Induced Quench) [3] , [4] system to protect these coils poses a question on the mechanical impact of the current overshoot during the magnet discharge. The magneto-thermal study is performed with COMSOL Multiphysics [5] and the mechanical analysis with ANSYS APDL [6] . We use the MpCCI (Multi-physics Code Coupling Interface) [7] environment, which provides a generic coupling mechanism (in particular mesh-based interpolation) and was used to solve coupled problems in other fields, e.g. [8] , [9] .
An analysis of the Lorentz force impact on the superconducting magnet structure has been already studied. In [10] a method for the interpolation of concentrated electromagnetic forces obtained with the electromagnetic FEM-BEM code ROXIE [11] to a mechanical ANSYS model has been proposed. The authors of [12] proposed an integrated approach to thermal, electrical, and structural analysis of the magnet design process involving several CAD and simulation tools.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the models. The one-way coupling algorithm is discussed in Section III. In Section IV we present a simulation of an 11 T dipole magnet for the High-Luminosity upgrade of the Large Hadron Collider [13] . In the study, the magnet is protected with the CLIQ technology. 
II. MATHEMATICAL MODELS
A mechanical analysis of a superconducting magnet replicates the magnet-assembly operations and it is used to find proper dimensions and materials for the structural elements. As a result, after assembling and cooling down, the elements are in good contact and after powering the magnet turns remain in compression. We extend this analysis by studying a current discharge and what is the impact of the resulting Lorentz force and temperature evolution on the magnet structure.
A. Magneto-Thermal Model
A detailed derivation of the 2D finite element magnetothermal model can be found in [14] . The model takes into account inter-filament and inter-strand coupling currents [15] occurring in superconducting Rutherford cables through equivalent magnetization [16] , saturation of the iron yoke as well as nonlinear material properties in the thermal model. The fundamental entity representing a coil in the magneto-thermal mode is a half-turn over which material properties and physical laws are homogenized. Hereunder we report the equations governing the model.
Considering a magnetoquasistatic setting (∂ t D = 0 with D being the electric flux density) and representing the magnetic flux density B in terms of the magnetic vector potential A as B = ∇ × A, the magnetic problem is governed by the following partial differential equation
with appropriate boundary conditions depending on the model symmetry. Here, ν is the magnetic permeability, τ eq is the equivalent time constant of cable eddy currents as given in [17] , χ is the winding density matrix, and I is the current flowing through the coil which is determined by the field/circuit coupling [1] . The temperature T in each coil half-turn is determined from the heat balance equation with adiabatic boundary conditions
where C p is the volumetric heat capacity of the coil domain, the heat conduction · q is defined by Fourier's Law, Q ohmic and Q M are ohmic loss and losses due to cable coupling currents in the half-turns per unit volume, respectively. Temperature distribution in the coil T and the Lorentz force F L = J × (∇ × A), with J = χI being the current density, are obtained from the field solution and act as a load for the mechanical problem.
B. Mechanical Model
The mechanical model is represented as a static linear elastic equation, the so-called Navier-Cauchy equation [18] 
where λ and µ are the Lamé parameters, u the displacement vector, and the thermal force F T (T ) is given by
where C is the elasticity matrix, and α is the thermal expansion coefficient. Stress and strain are derived from the field solution and allow for a quantification of mechanical load on the coil. Both models, (1-2) and (3) are discretized by means of a low order finite element discretization on a quadrilateral and/or triangular grid.
III. MESH-BASED INTERPOLATION
Mesh-based interpolation considers two or more coupled models with different mesh definitions. Mesh definitions consist of a vector of mesh nodal positions and a connectivity matrix providing the relationship between mesh elements and mesh nodes. In order to exchange quantities obtained with these models, solutions located at mesh entities have to be accurately interpolated based on the mesh definitions and element interpolation functions of the respective models. The MpCCI coupling environment already supports ANSYS models and automatically reads their mesh definition. For COMSOL it was necessary to develop a dedicated Java code adapter based on the MpCCI API (Application Programming Interface). The COMSOL code adapter is capable of reading mesh definitions and quantities at the mesh nodes.
For the purpose of a one-way coupling, the overall simulation time I is divided into N time windows I j = (t j ,t j+1 ] with j = 0, ..., N − 1. The magneto-thermal model is assumed to be already solved for t ∈ (t 0 ,t N ] before executing the algorithm. The computed field solution retrieved at discrete time pointst j becomes a load for a static mechanical analysis. The mechanical model is initially loaded with pre-stress and cool-down steps and then solved at the communication pointŝ t j . In case of the considered coupled problem, with j denoting the time window index, the algorithm takes the following steps as depicted in Fig 
Magnetothermal
Mechanical Figure 1 . Scheme of the one-way information exchange between magnetothermal (red) and mechanical (black) models. Figure 2 . Schematic of the standalone circuit with an 11 T dipole magnet powered by a power converter (PC) with a crowbar (S CR ). Magnet is protected by a CLIQ system modelled as a charged capacitor bank and a thyristor triggered at t = 0 s.
The algorithm is realized as two independent time loops interacting with the MpCCI server. The ANSYS and COM-SOL time loops are implemented, respectively, as APDL and Java codes. Four commands are necessary for the interaction with the MpCCI server, i.e. server initialization, synchronization of model execution, transfer of coupled quantities, and termination of the connection to the MpCCI server.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
One-way coupling of the electro-thermal and mechanical model with mesh-based interpolation is illustrated by means of a case study of a standalone, single-aperture, 5.5-meter long, 11 T dipole magnet protected by a CLIQ system as depicted in Fig. 2 . Parameters of the magnet can be found in [13] . The initial current of the power converter (PC) is equal to 11850 A and is switched off at t = 0 s, which is also the triggering time of a CLIQ unit. The CLIQ unit includes a capacitor bank of capacitance 60 mF charged to an initial voltage of 500 V. The equivalent circuital representation of the magnet is composed of two self inductances L 1 = L 2 = 14 mH of upper and lower pole, respectively, and a mutual inductance M 12 = M 21 = 7.1 mH.
The current profile calculated with a field/circuit coupling algorithm based on waveform relaxation scheme [1] is shown in Fig. 3 . The algorithm exchanges coupled variables in form of waveforms and solves both magneto-thermal and circuit models separately over a period of time. Once the time window is executed, another exchange takes place until the convergence is reached [1] . The electrical network is modeled with ORCAD PSpice and the magneto-thermal coupled problem (1-2) is solved in COMSOL Multiphysics [14] . The co-simulation time is equal tot N = 500 ms. In order to study thermal stress due to the initial quench, we assume the high-field inner layer turn to be artificially brought to the normal conducting state 25 ms prior to the CLIQ unit triggering at t = 0 ms. In case of a long-enough magnet (as a rule of thumb, a magnet with ratio of the magnetic length to the aperture size greater than 20) a 2D model serves as a good approximation. Due to the presence of a current imbalance in the upper and lower coils and taking into account the model symmetry, the model is composed of two quadrants. The coupling region of each model is limited to the coil domain. For the solution of (3) we consider a mechanical model implemented in ANSYS APDL [19] . The model contains all the main structural components of a magnet, i.e. outer shell, iron yoke, steel collar, copper wedges and the coil with turns composed of Nb 3 Sn, Cu, insulation, and resin. There are appropriate contact elements for connections between the structural components.
The algorithm described in Section III was executed for N = 103 time points. In order to properly resolve the initial oscillation, for t ∈ [0 ms, 30 ms) field solution from the magneto-thermal model is retrieved every 1 ms time step, whereas for t ∈ [30 ms, 500 ms], every 10 ms.Figures 4 and 5 present temperature and Lorentz Force distributions, respectively, in both models at t = 14 ms for which the maximum CLIQ current is observed. The temperature is extracted from the COMSOL element nodes, interpolated by the MpCCI server and assigned to nodes of the mechanical model mesh elements. The Lorentz force density is evaluated at the element centers on the COMSOL side and interpolated onto centroids of the mesh elements used to discretize the ANSYS model. Next, the interpolated force is applied as a load on the nodes of the element. CLIQ oscillations introduce a variation of the magnetic field which causes heat deposition due to the inter-filament and inter-strand coupling losses in the coil. As a result large fractions of the coil volume transition to the normal conducting state, for which the temperature is increased further by the ohmic loss deposition. The CLIQinduced current imbalance is demonstrated as an asymmetry of the Lorentz force distribution between the upper and the lower pole. Effectively the electrodynamic force superimposes with the thermal stress in the magnet cross-section.
The maximum stress corresponding to the peak current (t = 14 ms) is reported in Fig. 6 . The peak value is equal to 108 MPa and is located in the bottom-left corner of the second inner layer block of the upper pole (note that the midplane blocks are numbered as the first). Table I provides a summary of maximum stress in the coil domain for the time points indicated in Fig. 3 . The first time points correspond to the initial CLIQ-induced oscillations, when the Lorentz force reaches the largest value in the upper pole. Additionally, time points for the middle and the final phase of the discharge are considered when the temperature gradients become significant. During the initial period of the discharge the maximum stress is mainly due to the Lorentz force. Furthermore, due to the CLIQ oscillations the mechanical structure is subject to local increase of the Lorentz force beyond the nominal value. Simultaneously, thermal stresses are introduced since the CLIQ system is capable of quenching large portions of the coil volume in a short time. As the current decreases, the electromagnetic force is reduced below the nominal value and at the same time the temperature gradients start to be dominating. Indeed, at t = 100 ms the maximum equivalent stress is increasing again due to the thermal stress. For the last considered time point the maximum equivalent stress occurs at the block adjacent to the initial quench zone. The hot-spot temperature is equal to 145 K and is also located in that block.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a mesh-based interpolation method for cosimulation of magneto-thermal and mechanical finite element models has been presented. The one-way coupling algorithm is used to study the mechanical impact of temperature gradients and Lorentz force evolution during a quench and subsequent circuit-energy discharge in a superconducting magnet. In order to exchange variables defined over non-conforming mesh definitions we employ MpCCI.
The algorithm has been illustrated by means of a case study of the 11 T dipole magnet in a standalone setting protected by a CLIQ system. The magneto-thermal field model was solved with a current profile obtained as a solution of a field/circuit coupling algorithm. Additionally, a high-field turn was assumed to be in the normal conducting state prior to the CLIQ trigger in order to mimic the initial quench development. The mechanical model was initialized with pre-stress and cool-down studies. Then, we carried out an analysis of the results obtained from the coupling of magneto-thermal and mechanical models during the CLIQ operation.
To conclude, we note that the superimposed effect of the electrodynamic forces and temperature gradients either amplify or compensate one another in certain parts of a coil depending on the considered scenario, i.e. the initial quench location, CLIQ configuration, magnet geometry. Therefore, the analysis of the mechanical response of the magnet structure during the quench protection is important in order to estimate the magnitude and location of the peak stress. Future research may exploit the MpCCI environment feature of bi-directional coupling schemes, which could be used to account for the strain dependence of the superconducting critical surface during a quench.
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